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(1.) the harmonic only shows the position of the bow
when producing a scratch sound along the string)
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Above the upper bridge
f Freely
L.H. finger tap on the body
































































    
Blow into the f-hole of the instr. 
Go from the middle to the right and back again.




















   




   
5
       
5
























   
5    
pp
      
5
   
5
   
5 5












           
5
   
pp
          
5
   














       
mf
      
No sound - bow just above the string.






Blow into the f-hole of the instr.  Go from the middle to the right and back again.




        
mf
  
No sound - bow just above the string.
Open and close the mouth silently with the cresc.marks.    

senza misura
     
5 
p
Blow into the f-hole of the instr.  Go from the middle to the right and back again.
Do this in different tempi as the notation suggests.
 
mp









No sound - bow just above the string. Open and










    
5     
No sound - bow just above the string.
Open and close the mouth silently with the cresc.marks.       



















Bow straight up in the air(up and down)














   
    
  
 
        
(mezzo voce)

Bow straight up in the air(up and down)







     
               
Bow straight up in the air(up and down)



















            (mezzo voce)
Bow straight up in the air(up and down)






    
ah








   

















   
mp
Turn around the instr. and play with the bow on the
back side. Play as if if you hear the music...











   
Turn around the instr. and play with the bow on
the back side. Play as if if you hear the music...
mp
      
5





























      
mf
                     5                 
mf
       




5 5 5 5 5
        
mf
        5 5 3

Turn around the instr. and play with the bow on
the back side. Play as if if you hear the music...
mp
    
mf
 
                    
mf
   
5
5 5 5 5
 
aah
     
pp
ah
    
Turn around the instr. and play with the bow on the back side.
Play as if if you hear the music... 
mf










     
p
    
mf
          
mp
   5 5 5 5

mf
       
mp
    
mf
       5 5

mf
      
mp
       
mf






   5 3 5
   
mp
   
mf
             5
mf















(Only bow in the air, no sound...)
        






    
   
mp
       
  (Only bow in the air, no sound...)            
 
mp


















































     




































5 5 5 5 5




































































































    




















































































































 5  



































































































































































































5 5 5 5 5 5










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































       




















































































   
pp


















   
mp





   
mp




























   
p




     






       
mp
   
p
      
mp

























           
mp
   
  
mp
   
mp
   
mf
           
mp
   













      
mf
    pizz
mf
   
arco
mp





















   
   
mp




       
mf
    
 
mf















        
mf








































     
mf
    
mf
   
f





   
mf
    
mf









     
mf
        
f














       
mf














     
mf
   
pp
   
p


















   
  
mf
     
p
   
mp






































    
mp



























     
mp






































    
mf       mf   
   
mf
          
   
mf
    
mf
           
mf









































































   
mf
   
mp


























    
mp
 




















    
mp
 





   
pp









































rall.    
pp
       
15
